
 
 

NO MAPS ON MY TAPS (1979) – Study Guide 
  

Unlike ballet, with its codification of formal technique, tap dance developed from people 
listening to and watching each other dance - in the street, the dance hall, or social club where 
steps were shared, sometimes stolen, and always reinvented. NO MAPS ON MY TAPS 
exemplifies tap as a dance form that lives on – in the streets and on the stage.  

 
 

GEORGE T. NIERENBERG is a director/producer known for his films THE 

HOLLOW (1975), THAT RHYTHM, THOSE BLUES (1988), and GOTTA 

DANCE! (1995) – in addition to NO MAPS ON MY TAPS. Before making 

“No Maps,” Mr. Nierenberg was in his mid-20s and had little notion of tap 

and its history. He met Howard “Sandman” Sims, who was around 60 at 

the time, a tap dancer who was down but not out, and Nierenberg filmed 

his adjustment to a cultural shift that had put the best dancers of his 

generation largely out of work. “Sandman was trying to keep tap alive, 

and he saw me as a vehicle,” Mr. Nierenberg recalled.     

MILESTONE FILMS 
Milestone Films is responsible for the restoration and rerelease 
of NO MAPS. Milestone was started in 1990 by Amy Heller and 
Dennis Doros out of their New York City one-room apartment, 
and has since gained an international reputation for releasing 

classic cinema masterpieces, groundbreaking documentaries, and American independent 
features. Since 2007, Milestone has concentrated on the restoration and distribution of films 
outside the Hollywood mainstream featuring “lost” films by and about African Americans, 
Native Americans, LGBTQ and women. NO MAPS ON MY TAPS is just one of many such films.  
 

 
 



THE MAKING OF NO MAPS ON MY TAPS 
After spending a year among the dancers, Nierenberg decided to focus on three — Sandman 
Sims, Chuck Green, and Bunny Briggs - whose life stories would illuminate the connections 
between dancer, dance, and culture.  
 
HOWARD ‘SANDMAN’ SIMS proves a sinewy show-off, known best for his economical scuffing-
sand style, like a drummer with brushes, though he shows his share of flashy tap steps too.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2tjm1smjHCs 
 

BUNNY BRIGGS is delicate, courteous, and sentimental about his dancing. He’s nostalgic when 

telling the story of Bill Robinson offering to take Mr. Briggs on the road with him when he was 

only a boy. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YidqCrJ-YoM  

CHUCK GREEN lays down the cleanest, clearest rhythms, but his dancing is also abstracted. He 

spent more than a decade in a mental hospital, where he continued to dance. Highly influential 

but mostly forgotten John Bubbles mentored Mr. Green as a youth. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wdYFteehfac LIONEL HAMPTON and JOHN WILLIAM SUBLETT 

are also featured in NO MAPS ON MY TAPS.  

 

ORIGINS OF TAP DANCE  

In the 1600s, Africans were enslaved to work plantations in North 
America at the same time that indentured Irish servants were imported 
to the colonies to serve British families. Their lives were often 
unspeakable, but their spirits were irrepressible, and dance was a gift of 
their heritage that survived. The choreography didn't require music; they 
seldom had instruments, anyway. The dance was the music, using 
improvised drumming, hand clapping, foot stomping, body thumping, 
thigh slapping, as well as tap sounds of shoe heel, toe, and sliding of the 
shoes across the ground.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2tjm1smjHCs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YidqCrJ-YoM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OigV5f3ef3w&list=PLa4fvg9Izx_-QC0rh0wEc6u-34V6UwRbh
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wdYFteehfac


Minstrel Shows introduced tap to the wider public with traveling musical 
groups that crossed the country, featuring one of the first black performers 
ever permitted to dance on stage for white audiences and alongside white 
acts: William Henry Lane, aka Master Juba. [MASTER JUBA] Master Juba 
became famous as the dancer who outperformed his white competition 
throughout the early 1900s. His tap dance also became popular in Victorian 
England, and his influence pushed many other black (and white) dancers to 
start practicing tap dance.  

Bill "Bojangles" Robinson (1878 – 1949) brought still more mainstream 
acceptance of tap. This African American entertainer managed to 
distinguish himself on the North American and English Vaudeville circuit in 
1902, first as a part of a dancing duo with George W. Cooper, and later a 
solo performer. Despite being a black man, he achieved tremendous 

success in both the dancing scene and in the Hollywood. [BOJANGLES & TEMPLE] He became 
internationally known for the string of performances he did in Shirley Temple films, and his 
starring musical film Stormy Weather (1943). His signature dance move was tap dancing up and 
down set of stairs in a complex way. (Now check out this modern riff on a Bojangles favorite by 
the 1990s dance team, The Tap Dogs: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2DKZwPDOhKg) 

Popular dancers during 1930s also included the Nicholas Brothers (Fayard 
and Harold), who popularized acrobatic demanding “flash dancing” which 
mixed tap dancing with choreographed jumps above each other. 

 
 

By mid-20th Century, tap was more often associated with Broadway musicals 
and film. Broadway tap is more about the dance movements and using the 
whole body, while rhythmic tap (a.k.a. rhythm tap or jazz tap) focuses more 
on the musicality, with dancers keeping their feet closer to the floor.   

 
1950s Rock 'N' Roll edged tap aside, where it languished until 1978 when 
Gregory Hines (a trained dancer who was mentored on the road by 
classical tappers), received a Tony nomination for the Broadway 
show Eubie. [HINES] Hines mentored tap's next boy phenom Savion 
Glover. Glover dances a sharp, pounding technique called "hitting," he 
starred in Jelly's Last Jam, choreographed and starred in Bring in 'Da 

Noise, Bring in 'Da Funk (4 Tony awards), and also choreographed Mumble, the CGI penguin 
in Happy Feet.  
 
To check out the styles of some of these dancers, check out the links here:  
http://mentalfloss.com/article/80384/celebrate-tap-dance-day-12-famous-routines 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2DKZwPDOhKg
http://mentalfloss.com/article/80384/celebrate-tap-dance-day-12-famous-routines


DANCE BATTLES 
African drums and country dancing, from tap to b-boying to hip 
hop – dance battles have always been the rage. Tap “technique" is 
transmitted visually, aurally, and corporeally, in a rhythmic 
exchange between dancers and musicians. Mimicry is necessary 
for the mastery of form, but so is a sense of competition. The 

dynamic and synergistic process of copying the other to invent something new is one of the key 
features of tap – evolving into the tap challenge. Fiercely competitive, the tap challenge is a 
"performed" battle that engages dancers in a dialog of rhythm, motion, and witty repartee, 
inviting the audience to respond with a yell, applause, or stomps. From jigging competitions to 
Irish step dance competitions, from challenge dances in the walk-around finale of the minstrel 
show, to gritty showdowns in the street, tap challenges became their own fierce gang wars. You 
see the dancers in NO MAPS challenging one another onstage. Now see those tap battles, 2016-
style: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vrBoBcopSKI 
 

SOME BASIC TAP DANCE STEPS    
Toe tap: Tap the ball of your foot against the ground in time with 
the music. 
Ball heel: Stand with your feet together and your right foot raised 
onto the heel. Stomp down with the ball of your right foot and 
raise your heel as you do so. Then, keeping the ball of your foot 
pressed against the ground, lower your heel sharply. 

Ball change: Stand on the ball of one foot, then step down sharply onto the ball of the other 
foot, and repeat! 
Shuffle: Stand on your left foot, and bend your right foot. Swing your right foot forward. When 
you right foot is even with your left foot, tap the ball of your left foot against the ground. 
Repeat! 
 
A FEW DANCE TIPS 

 As you dance, move your hands and arms to balance your body weight and enhance 
your movements. Whatever you do, don't leave them hanging! 

 Smile while you dance. You will feel and appear more confident, and people will want to 
watch you. 

 Keep the rhythm of the song in your head; it helps to keep your moves straight. 

 Always help your heels and head up. Not looking at your feet will build confidence - go 
slow while figuring out the beat and sounds.  
 

DANCE HEALTH BENEFITS 
Recent studies have added to the growing evidence that stimulating one's mind by dancing can 
ward off Alzheimer's disease and other dementia, much as physical exercise can keep the body 
fit.  Dancing also increases cognitive acuity at all ages because it integrates several brain functions 
at once — kinesthetic, rational, musical, and emotional — further increasing your neural connectivity. 
https://socialdance.stanford.edu/syllabi/smarter.htm 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vrBoBcopSKI
https://socialdance.stanford.edu/syllabi/smarter.htm


WARNING!! Tap dancing shoes can scratch wooden floors. Be careful when using them at home 
– and be sure to ask before dancing on anyone’s floor with taps! 
 
CITATIONS: 
https://www.loc.gov/item/ihas.200217630/   
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/07/06/arts/dance/tap-dance-and-the-hard-work-of-making-it-
all-look-easy.html 
https://www.highbrowmagazine.com/1896-master-juba-happy-feet-brief-history-tap-dancing 
https://ideas.ted.com/a-brief-history-of-tap-dance-and-why-its-still-a-great-art-form/ 
http://www.dancefacts.net/dance-list/history-of-tap-dance/ 
 

 
 
AFTER THE FILM – DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:  
 
Consider the title NO MAPS ON MY TAPS… what do you think that this phrase means to these 
dancers, and where dance may have led them in their lives?  
 
In what ways do you think Harlem has changed since these tap dancers got their start? 
 
Why do you think Sandman is so desperate to get tap dancers booked back into the Apollo 
Theater in Harlem in the 1970s? Was it economics, or was his concern about the dance form 
dying?  
 
Many talk about “cultural appropriation” when it comes to cultural art forms being embraced 
and exploited by other ethnic groups. Do you think this applies to tap dance?  
 
FURTHER READING/ VIEWING: 
Books:  
What the Eye Hears, by Brian Seibert  
Tap!  The Greatest Tap Dance Stars and Their Stories, 1900-1955, by Rusty Frank. 
The Souls of Your Feet  by Acia Gray  
Films:  
The Cotton Club (with Gregory Hines, Honi Coles and Buster Brown!)  
Bandwagon, with Fred Astaire and Cyd Charisse 
Broadway Melody of 1940, with Fred Astaire and Eleanor Powell 
Flying Down to Rio, with Fred and Ginger 
https://youtu.be/pUX-be-FxBw 

https://www.loc.gov/item/ihas.200217630/
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/07/06/arts/dance/tap-dance-and-the-hard-work-of-making-it-all-look-easy.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/07/06/arts/dance/tap-dance-and-the-hard-work-of-making-it-all-look-easy.html
https://www.highbrowmagazine.com/1896-master-juba-happy-feet-brief-history-tap-dancing
https://ideas.ted.com/a-brief-history-of-tap-dance-and-why-its-still-a-great-art-form/
https://youtu.be/pUX-be-FxBw

